
The Night After 
The black Mercedes pulled into the underground garage, the power dormant in its engine belied by the lack of 
sound  as it crept into the spot marked “Reserved: Price-Smythe.” For a while, the silence was disturbed only with 
the occasional snap from cooling metal – but finally, the driver’s door opened, a glass cane and two well polished 
dress shoes settled on the concrete floor and Edward Price-Smythe stepped out. He straightened the coat of his 
three-piece suit, went to brush a cat hair off his sleeve, then paused as he realized that this particular imperfection 
on his expensive attire was not, in fact, of feline origin, but rather a white dog hair. Once more, he stood there for a 
good minute in thought before flicking it off, getting a worn duffel bag out of the trunk and making his way to the 
elevator. 

The elevator and its wrought iron and brass hardware mirrored the rest of the building. Stone construction, one of 
the oldest high-rises of White Water with its twelve floors, harking back to the 19th century, carefully restored to 
modern office space and expensive condominiums. Edward, a man in his mid twenties, his French-grey hair slicked 
back, untugging his leather driving gloves completed the picture, just as faux-historic as his surroundings. To get to 
the top floor, a special key was required; how fortuitous then, that Edward just happened to have the gleaming brass 
key in his vest pocket.  

The thirteen-story trip passed in continued silence. Edward stood in the middle of the elevator, his hands crossed on 
the handle of his cane, staring at the metal cage of the elevator, barely paying attention to the crafted needle 
tracing the upward progress of the conveyance. Not until the soft jolt of the 12th floor did he snap out of his thoughts. 
The hallway of this private floor was covered in a thick red carpet, muffling the man’s footsteps as he approached 
one of the two heavy wooden double-doors, the ones to his office; the other set led to his apartment.  

The office was dark, it being late at night. A lone banker’s lamp on the presently unoccupied secretary’s desk gave a 
warm glow to the wood-paneled room, and the red runners on the hardwood floors were comforting underfoot.  On a 
whim, Edward turned and peeked on his secretary’s desk, at all the neatly filed papers, the plumber’s bills and other 
assorted items on the “Completed – to be filed” box. He grinned at Martha’s efficiency, shook his head, and pushed 
further into the office with renewed gusto. Through the second set of heavy double doors, through the hallway with 
its vitrines and stands of various antiques, and through the heavily padded door to his office. The last door he closed 
carefully and locked from the inside.  

The duffel bag got heaved onto the sturdy wooden desk – the solid oak serving more than just an aesthetic purpose, 
as the bag seemed surprisingly heavy. Edward left it there for a moment, walking to the window and looking out at 
the dark city beyond. The office was eerily silent, the thick stone and double-pane glass keeping any sounds outside, 
the wood and carpets inside eating what could have snuck behind these defenses. After a good long while, Edward 
turned back to the desk and sat down, pulled his Fabrique Nationale Five-seveN out of his shoulder holster, pulled a 
silencer for it out from the other side, and set both on the desk. He unlocked one of the desk drawers, pulled out his 
gun cleaning kit, and proceeded to dismantle the gun, the scent of freshly burned cordite still strong about it. He got 
partway into the cleaning routine – and routine it was indeed, judging by the efficiency with which it was 
performed – before curiosity got the better of him, the supplies got pushed aside, he pulled the duffel over, and 
unzipped it. 

Cloth, gaudy Hawaiian shirts, shorts, guns, knives. The clothing he took out lovingly, folded it carefully to one side of 
the table, to be given to Martha, who would take them to the hospital together with some flowers; the other items, 
the tools of death, he treated with much more detailed interest. The nature of the person who had left the bag 
behind was obviously gleaned from the cold metal rather than his wardrobe or meager personal possessions. He laid 
out the knives, guns and rifles and finally examined the duffel for things hidden in stitching, concealed 
compartments. The more he turned the bag around, the more familiar it and the entire endeavor began to feel. For a 
while, Edward repeated his search of the seams, despite having already concluded that there was nothing to be 
found; not because he doubted himself, but just to feel the stiff cloth between his fingers, as it had done so often in a 
previous life. Finally, he set the bag aside, filling it with the now properly folded clothing. 



Edward turned his azure cat-eyes on the weapons, letting his fingertips caress the items. He had learned in his trade 
that items are not just what they appear, not just what they are meant to do. They have a spirit; the aspirations, hopes 
and dreams of their makers; the wear of their wielders, the marks of their passage through the world and its events. 
These were not items of ceremony, not weapons made to showcase the skill and art of making them; these were tools, 
tools that had seen use. Their aura was dark, but it was not a dark that bothered Edward, and many of these things 
were familiar, a connection to a prior time and to prior people. A prior time and prior place and prior people, much 
like his surroundings might soon be, the solid home he had made for himself in this den of dark wood and granite 
gargoyles. 

Edward did not notice the rising moon, nor the setting one, nor the arrival of the sun. It wasn’t until he sensed 
Martha’s presence in the front office that he rushed to find a case for all of Heinrich’s belongings, finally settling for a 
sturdy lacquered cherry box, which then took up residence in his safe, next to boxes of his own. He changed out of his 
suit, tossing it onto the flames of the fireplace in the corner of the office; the blood on the trousers was hopelessly 
dried into the expensive wool. He carefully picked out a new one, a somber dark affair, checked his appearance in 
the large mirror on the corner of the office – for some reason almost always turned to face the wall – before tip-
toeing out to see if he could sneak up and surprise Martha.



 


